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ABSTRACT
The Pulsar backend of the Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME) has mon-
itored hundreds of known pulsars in the northern sky since Fall 2018, providing a rich data set for
the study of temporal variations in pulsar emission. Using a matched filtering technique, we report,
for the first time, nulling behaviour in five pulsars as well as mode switching in nine pulsars. Only
one of the pulsars is observed to show both nulling and moding signals. These new nulling and mode
switching pulsars appear to come from a population with relatively long spin periods, in agreement
with previous findings in the literature.
Keywords: pulsar, nulling
1. INTRODUCTION
Pulse nulling is a behavior exhibited by certain pul-
sars in which their emission temporarily halts for one or
more consecutive rotations (Backer 1970). Pulse nulling
is often characterized by the null fraction (hereafter NF),
which is defined as the fraction of time in which a pul-
sar nulls. This can range from 0% for pulsars that never
null (‘normal pulsars’), to more than 95%, such as in the
case of PSR J1717−4054 (Wang et al. 2007). Sometimes
considered on the most extreme end of the same spec-
trum is the case of Rotating Radio Transients (RRATs;
McLaughlin et al. 2006), which effectively have an NF
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of 100% when not emitting single pulses. The latest and
most complete nulling pulsar study comes from Gajjar
(2017), which listed 109 nulling pulsars. Adding the ones
from other publications (Young et al. 2015; Basu et al.
2017; Lynch et al. 2018; Kawash et al. 2018; Kaplan
et al. 2018; Surnis et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2019; Bur-
gay et al. 2019), we find a total of 142 pulsars known to
exhibit nulling behavior that have a published NF. This
corresponds to ∼ 5% of all pulsars in the ATNF Pul-
sar Catalogue1 (Manchester et al. 2005) at the time of
writing. Nulling appears to be more prevalent for older
pulsars, with most nulling pulsars being situated close
to the death line in the P -P˙ diagram (Ritchings 1976).
1 http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat
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Wang et al. (2007) found that among nulling pulsars,
older objects tend to have larger NFs.
There are four possible explanations for the cause of
nulling: 1) the beam of the pulsar could turn off com-
pletely (Kramer et al. 2006); 2) the pulsar could tran-
sition to emit with less intensity, to the extent that it
drops below the sensitivity threshold of the observing
telescope (e.g. Esamdin et al. 2005); 3) the radio beam
could move out of the observer’s line of sight (e.g. Dyks
et al. 2005); 4) the acceleration zone might not be com-
pletely filled by electron-positron pairs (e.g. Deshpande
& Rankin 2001), resulting in time-dependent variations
in an emission ‘carousel model’ (Ruderman & Suther-
land 1975). In any case, it is thought that a global
change in the pulsar magnetosphere would be required
to provide the nulling phenomenon. Indeed, a few recent
studies have shown nulling is a broadband event (Gaj-
jar et al. 2014; Naidu et al. 2017). Hence the study of
nulling behavior could give insights into magnetospheric
physics that is otherwise hard to probe (Kramer et al.
2006).
Mode switching is another type of modulation in pul-
sar emission, where the mean pulse profile abruptly
switches between two or more quasi-stable states. There
are a dozen or so pulsars that are known to exhibit mode
switching behaviour. Most of these pulsars have multi-
component profiles. Just like nulling, mode switching
also appear to be a broadband phenomenon. They are
believed to be a result of large-scale current redistribu-
tion in the magnetosphere, leading to changes in the
radio beam emission pattern and in turn, the observed
pulse profile. Wang et al. (2007) suggested that moding
pulsars are more likely to null. van Leeuwen et al. (2002)
showed evidence where nulling and moding pattern are
related. Many mode changing pulsars also exhibit sub-
pulse drifting (Redman et al. 2005). All of these emis-
sion phenomena are likely driven by the same underlying
fundamental change in emission process.
There are only a few substantial observational pro-
grams that pay particular attention to nulling; some
prominent examples include the HTRU survey (Burke-
Spolaor et al. 2011) and the GMRT survey (Gajjar
et al. 2012). Even less literature is available on the
study of pulsar mode switching. Most of the time,
there are not enough telescope resources to conduct
high cadence follow-up studies on known pulsars, and
that nulling and moding behavior could easily be over-
looked. The Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Ex-
periment (CHIME) has begun operations in Fall 2018.
The CHIME/Pulsar backend (Ng 2018; CHIME/Pulsar
Collaboration 2019) provides a high, and unprece-
dented, observing cadence as it scans the northern sky
daily. During the first few months of commissioning,
CHIME/Pulsar has re-detected over 500 known pulsars,
many of these with quasi-daily observing cadence. This
is a rich data set to look for temporal variations in
known pulsars’ emission, such as nulling and moding.
In this paper we present the discovery of five pulsars
from CHIME/Pulsar commissioning data that display
previously unnoticed nulling behavior, as well as nine
mode switching pulsars. We provide an overview of the
CHIME/Pulsar instrument and the observations in §2.
We describe the detection pipeline in §3, the analysis
of the new nulling pulsars in §4 and mode switching
pulsars in §5 . We discuss population statistics derived
in §6, and we conclude in §7.
2. CHIME/PULSAR INSTRUMENT
2.1. Telescope overview
A detailed description of the telescope hardware can
be found in CHIME/FRB Collaboration et al. (2018).
To summarize, CHIME is a radio telescope hosted at the
Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory in British
Columbia in Canada. It is a transit telescope and con-
sists of four cylindrical refectors covering an area of
80 m by 100 m. CHIME has a large field-of-view (FOV)
of roughly 250 square degrees and operates in the fre-
quency range of 400−800 MHz.
An overview of the CHIME/Pulsar project can be
found in Ng (2018). In summary, the correlator forms
10 tied-array beams that can be tracked and processed
independently as the 10 sources of interest drift over-
head within the meridian few-degree FOV. The sensible
dwell time is a function of declination, which can vary
from hours for circumpolar sources at high declination
to tens of minutes for sources towards the horizon. Note
that the horizon cut off is roughly at −20◦ declination.
CHIME/Pulsar is providing unprecedented cadence of
pulsar observations; while many of the northern hemi-
sphere pulsars are being observed daily, the longest ca-
dence to cycle through all sources in the northern sky is
only about 10 days.
2.2. Observing modes
The CHIME/Pulsar beamformed data are first
recorded in VDIF format (Whitney et al. 2009), and
subsequently streamed to a GPU-based backend for
data processing. These baseband data are effectively
dual-polarization, complex-sampled and split into 1024
channels with 4 bits per sample. We employ the “Digital
Signal Processing for Pulsars” (DSPSR) suite, an open
source GPU-based library developed by van Straten
& Bailes (2011), to process the baseband data and
generate ‘fold mode’ archives for each observing scan.
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Typically, 1024 frequency channels are recorded and
coherently dedispersed at the dispersion measure (DM)
listed in the ATNF Pulsar Catalogue. The dedispersed
time series is then folded at the catalog spin period with
nominally 256 phase bins. For the majority of our fold
mode data, we accumulate at 10 s sub-integrations. For
high DM (set at DM>190 pc cm−3) sources with long
transit (set at length>2500 s), we increase the accumu-
lation to 30 s per sub-integration due to computational
constraints of the backend. Apart from the upper limit
of transit time as set by the declination of each pulsar,
we also decide on the typical scan time based on the flux
density of each pulsar as well as the level of subscription
in the right ascension range. The typical scan length of
each of the pulsars reported in this work can be found
in Tables 1 and 2.
3. DETECTION PIPELINE
We implement a pipeline of matched filtering and
visualization to detect nulling and moding pulsars in
CHIME/Pulsar data. Unless otherwise specified, all
steps are done using the psrchive python package (van
Straten et al. 2012). First we co-add all available fold-
mode observations per pulsar and create a noise-free
template using wavelet smoothing as implemented in the
psrchive program of psrsmooth (Demorest et al. 2015).
We excise radio frequency interference (RFI) from indi-
vidual observations using clfd (Morello et al. 2019) and
then add frequency channels together to form a pulse
profile. The template profiles are rotated to be at pulse
phase of 0.5. Subsequently, we fit the template profile
to the observed profile for every sub-integration, which
returns the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) and phases of the
fitted profiles. We follow the S/N definition as described
in The NANOGrav Collaboration et al. (2015).
We visualize the result by producing a scatter plot of
S/N versus phase and use it to identify potential nulling
and moding activity. For sub-integrations when the pul-
sar is on, its S/N will be high and its phase will be consis-
tent with 0.5 according to our definition. This manifests
itself in the scatter plot as a narrow vertical clustering
of points reaching high S/N and centered at 0.5 in phase
(see panel (a) in Fig. 1), which should be the case for sta-
ble, non-nulling pulsars. For sub-integrations when the
pulsar is nulling, its S/N will be low and its phase will
be effectively random. This manifests itself in the scat-
ter plot as a horizontal clustering of points at the lowest
S/N. The overall pattern of a nulling pulsar is thus an
inverted ‘T-shape’ plot (see panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 1).
The matched filtering technique is also an effective way
to determine moding behavior, which shows up as mul-
tiple vertical strips at specific phases (e.g. panel (d)
in Fig. 1). This detection pipeline is an efficient way to
identify candidates with emission variabilities. However,
as discussed in the Appendix B of The NANOGrav Col-
laboration et al. (2015), scattering at phases other than
0.5 could be a generic consequence of applying template-
matching to low-S/N data (see panel (b) in Fig. 1). To
distinguish these cases from that of a nulling pulsar, we
also assess the S/N histogram (lower panels in Fig. 2)
and only classify a pulsar to be a nulling pulsar if the
S/N histogram has a bi-modal distribution with an ex-
cess around zero.
Figure 1. Scatter plot output of the matched filtering
pipeline. Panel (a) shows a non-nulling pulsar which has
all matched S/N at phase 0.5; panel (b) shows a non-nulling
pulsar with most of the data points at phase 0.5 but also
at other phases due to low S/N sub-integrations. Panels
(c) and (d) are two of the new nulling pulsars reported in
this work, both showing the distinctive inverted ‘T-shape’.
PSR B2323+63 also has moding behavior that is not previ-
ously noticed in the literature. The moding signal is clearly
identified by the multiple vertical clustering near phase 0.5.
3.1. Data sample
Between MJD 58318 and 58564 (July 2018 to March
2019), over 500 known pulsars were observed with
CHIME. Excluding the NANOGrav pulsars and pul-
sars with insufficient data span (less than 10 min), we
analyzed a total of 303 known pulsars using the afore-
mentioned matched filtering pipeline to look for new
nulling and mode switching pulsars. These 303 pulsars
together sum to a total of 947 hr of observing time dur-
ing this period. Out of this sample, 56 pulsars were
previously known to exhibit nulling behavior. Based
on our candidate selection criteria, we are able to iden-
tify the majority of these known nulling pulsars, giving
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us confidence in the matched filtering method. The
pipeline misses a few known nulling pulsars, which all
have very small NF of a few percent. This can be ex-
plained by the limitation of the sub-integration of our
fold mode data. Thus we note that our pipeline cannot
definitive rule out nulling behavior on small time scales.
Our pipeline is also able to confirm known mode switch-
ing behavior in a few sources, including PSRs B0525+21
(McKinnon & Stinebring 2000), B0919+06 (Lyne 2013),
J1022+1001 (Kramer et al. 1999), B1237+25 (Backer
1970), B1737+13 (Rankin et al. 1988), and B2035+36
(Kou et al. 2018).
For the determination of NF of our new nulling pul-
sars (see Section 4) and the moding fraction of the new
mode switching pulsars (see Section 5), we examine a
longer span of data than the initial set used for candi-
date identification in order to maximize the accuracy of
our analysis. Specifically, we use data taken after MJD
58400 (Sept 2018), at which point our data has a rela-
tively uniform calibration scheme. The total time and
exact number of transits analyzed for each of the new
nulling and mode switching pulsars are listed in Tables 1
and 2, respectively.
4. FIVE NEW NULLING PULSARS
Our pipeline identified 75 candidate nulling pulsars
that show an inverted ‘T-shape’ scatter plot. We fol-
low up with a closer inspection of the distribution of
pulse energies of these candidates. Pulse energies for
each sub-integration were quantified by summing over
the on-pulse phase bins using baseline-subtracted data.
These pulsars do not have an interpulse, and so we pick
an off-pulse window with the same number of phase
bins at 0.5 rotation apart. Sub-integrations affected
by RFI are excluded. Five of the candidates, namely
PSRs B0138+59, J0215+6218, B1753+52, J2044+4614,
and B2323+63, show distinct bi-model distribution or
excess around zero intensity in the on-pulse histograms
(black solid line in bottom panels of Fig. 2). These are
unambiguous signs of nulling pulsars.
The time series of these five pulsars can be found
in Fig. 4, where the pulse intensity modulates visibly,
switching between on and off states. The boundaries be-
tween transits are marked by red horizontal tick marks
on the y-axis. It can be seen that nulling happens not
just at the edges of the transits, excluding the hypothesis
that the intensity variations are due to the fade in-and-
out of the FOV. At an observing frequency of 600 MHz,
we expect strong diffractive scintillation (Cordes et al.
1985) to produce scintles with a typical width of no more
than tens of MHz for the five new nulling pulsars. This
is much smaller compared to the 400 MHz bandwidth
of CHIME (Fig. 3), which means any strong scintilla-
tion effects would have been averaged out and does not
explain the non-detection of pulsar signals.
To cross check our result and make sure the variability
is not due to instrumentation artifacts, we obtain confir-
mation from Jodrell Bank that using archival fold mode
data with 10-s sub-integrations, they are able to ob-
serve nulling behavior as apparent from the bi-modal en-
ergy histograms in at least three of our sources, namely
PSRs B0138+59, B1753+52 and B2323+63. (Andrew
Lyne; priv. comm.). We note that the nulling behav-
ior of two of our sources, namely PSRs B0138+59 and
B2323+63, are independently mentioned in McEwen
et al. (2019). However, no details are given in their
work.
The standard NF determination procedure (see e.g.,
Ritchings 1976) is by removing a scaled version of the
Gaussian-fitted off-pulse histogram (blue dotted line in
bottom panels of Fig. 2) at zero energy from the on-
pulse histogram (black solid line). However, we find
that if we do that and then sum the NF% lowest in-
tensity time bins (the supposedly null sub-integrations),
there are in fact weak but detectable pulsar emission
at the on-pulse phase bins. A similar remark has pre-
viously been noted by Esamdin et al. (2005). It would
appear that this results in an over-estimation of the NF.
In order to be conservative in our NF estimation, we in-
stead choose a threshold at which point when summing
the NF% lowest intensity sub-integrations, there is no
significant emission at the on-pulse phase. Adopting
this NF lower limit as the scaling factor, we show the
subtracted histogram in Fig. 2 (red dashed line).
Our NF determination has several limitations includ-
ing the fact that CHIME is a transit telescope and can
only track a particular source for roughly 10 min, mean-
ing that CHIME cannot easily observe nulling behav-
iors on the timescale of hours, such as quasi-periodicity,
where a pulsar’s mode of emission returns approximately
to its normal state following an extended period of vari-
ation (e.g. Wang et al. 2007). Indeed, applying a Lomb-
Scargle periodicity search on the on-off time stamps
of our five new nulling pulsars return no constraining
result. In addition, the fold mode data employed in
this work has a default sub-integration time of at least
10 s, which means we cannot detect nulling behavior
on shorter timescales. Hence we can only determine
a lower limit on NF; as multiple pulsar rotations are
folded within one sub-integration, that sub-integration
will appear to be entirely ‘on’ even if only one of the ro-
tations folded within is ‘on’. For the same reason, we are
not able to comment on nulling timescales. In principle,
the CHIME/Pulsar backend is capable of recording high
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Table 1. Observations collected for the five new nulling pulsars by CHIME/Pulsar. The MJD range of the data used for the
NF determination is listed, along with the typical scan length per transit, the total number of fold-mode transits (Ntransit) and
sub-integration length. The NF lower limit measured from this work is listed in the last column.
Pulsar Period DM Discovered by Scan MJD range Ntransit Subint Totalfold NF
(sec) (pc cm−3) (min) (sec) (hr) (%)
B0138+59 1.223 34.9 Manchester et al. (1972) <20 58400-58711 100 10 27.2 >3
J0215+6218 0.549 84.0 Lorimer et al. (1998) <15 58450-58731 129 10 29.1 >5
B1753+52 2.391 35.0 Dewey et al. (1985) <15 58400-58663 114 10 32.6 >30
J2044+4614 1.393 315.4 Sayer et al. (1996) <6.5 58449-58700 55 30 6.5 >9
B2323+63 1.436 197.4 Damashek et al. (1978) <30 58444-58711 40 30 23.3 >9
Table 2. Observations collected for the nine new mode switching pulsars by CHIME/Pulsar. The MJD range of the data used
for the analysis is listed, along with the typical scan length per transit, the total number of fold-mode transits (Ntransit) and
sub-integration length. The number of modes is shown by Nmode. The relative percentage of time spent in each of the A, B, or
C mode (MF) is listed in the last column.
Pulsar Period DM Discovered by Scan MJD range Ntransit Subint Totalfold Nmode MFA|B|C
(sec) (pc cm−3) (min) (sec) (hr) (%|%|%)
B0052+51 2.115 44.0 Dewey et al. (1985) <22 58377−58961 160 10 23.7 2 6|94|–
B0148−06 1.464 25.6 Manchester et al. (1978) <13 58405−58972 248 10 28.2 2 –|60|40
B0226+70 1.466 46.6 Dewey et al. (1985) <40 58800−58889 77 10 52.7 2 –|58|42
B0917+63 1.567 13.1 Dewey et al. (1985) <30 58381−58981 429 10 147.0 2 6|94|–
J1647+6608 1.599 22.5 Stovall et al. (2014) <30 58501−58984 245 10 109.5 2 29|71|–
B2028+22 0.630 71.8 Hulse & Taylor (1975) <5 58440−58677 48 10 4.0 2 7|93|–
B2053+21 0.815 36.3 Stokes et al. (1985) <15 58892−59023 354 10 13.3 2 26|74|–
B2148+52 0.332 148.9 Dewey et al. (1985) <20 58443−58978 226 30 91.2 3 9|83|8
B2323+63 1.436 197.4 Damashek et al. (1978) <30 58455−58804 48 30 26.6 2 –|82|18
time resolution filterbank data, which will allow for the
study of individual single pulses and a precise determi-
nation of the NF. The high data rate of filterbank data
makes it more suitable for a targeted study of known
nulling behavior and is deferred to a future study.
Most of the remaining candidates turn out to be
false positives due to the fading in-and-out of pulse in-
tensities as the pulsar drifts in-and-out of the FOV of
CHIME. There are a number of possible new nulling pul-
sars, where we see sub-integrations with apparent nulls
and the pulse intensity is clearly modulating. These
include PSRs B0154+61, J0540+3207, J0546+2441,
J0555+3948, J1503+2111, J1758+3030, and B2334+61.
However, their on-pulse energy histograms do not show
distant bi-modal peaks. Hence, we cannot unambigu-
ously prove that the apparent nulls are not just weak
emissions with low S/N. We encourage single pulse
follow-up observations for these nulling candidates.
5. MODE SWITCHING PULSARS
Our pipeline detects mode switching behavior in nine
pulsars that was not noticed previously in the litera-
ture. The intensity modulation during a typical obser-
vation is shown in the top panels of Fig. 5, whereas the
profiles of each mode can be found in the middle pan-
els. All of them show multi-component profiles, which
is consistent with the literature. Although by definition,
our matched filter pipeline is best at picking up relative
changes in intensities between components. The scatter
plots in the lower panels of Fig. 5 show the per-sub-
integration S/N and the exact pulse phase where the
filter matches the data. It is clear that each pulsar has
a distinct number of vertical stripes and hence a dis-
tinct number of modes rather than a gradual drifting of
pulses. All of the new mode switching pulsars presented
here have two modes, except PSR B2148+52 which has
three. A small amount of the scatter around the verti-
cal stripe in the scatter plot could be explained by our
sub-integration accumulation length which is typically
10 or 30 s. If a mode transition happens within one sub-
integration, this could manifest as profile variation or
jitter noise. More significant spreading around the ver-
tical strips is seen for PSRs B0226+70, B2053+21 and
B2148+52, which could be an indication of the presence
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Figure 2. The five new nulling pulsars reported in this work. The upper panels are the output of our detection pipeline. The
inverted ‘T’-shaped scatter plots are signs of nulling pulsars. The lower panels show the on-pulse (solid black lines) and off-pulse
(shaded gray bars) histograms of each nulling pulsar. The Gaussian fitted off-pulse histogram is represented by a blue dotted
line, and the subtracted on-pulse data is represented by a red dashed line.
of subpulse drifting in a pulsar. Subpulse drifting has in-
deed been reported in the literature for PSR B2053+21
(Weltevrede et al. 2007).
The red histograms in the lower panels of Fig. 5 show
the relevant occurrence percentage (or moding fraction;
MF) of each of the modes. The large number of sub-
integrations we have for each pulsar (see Table 2) pro-
vides a robust estimation of the MFs. There is almost
Figure 3. Dynamic spectrum (left) and time-phase
plot (right) for PSR B0138+59, taken on the transit on
MJD 58409. Nulling behavior can be seen clearly at around
1 min, 2 min and 8 min. In these epochs, the entire frequency
bandwidth appears to have no pulsar emission.
always a dominant mode, in which the pulsar spends
the majority of the time. We define the dominant mode
as mode B and align it at phase 0.5. Mode A is when
the profile is at an earlier phase, where as mode C is
when the profile is at a later phase. The dominant
mode B is always one of the brighter mode, see for ex-
ample, PSRs B0052+51 and B0917+63. There are also
cases when the various modes appear to have compara-
ble brightness, e.g. PSRs B0226+70 and B2148+52.
6. DISCUSSION
Fig. 6 shows an updated P -P˙ diagram including the
new nulling and mode switching pulsars presented in this
work. Biggs (1992) and Ritchings (1976) claimed that
nulling is correlated with pulsar period and age, with
long period and old pulsars more likely to null. Mode
switching phenomenon is also believed to be mostly as-
sociated with longer period pulsars. So far there are
only two millisecond pulsars (MSPs) in the literature
with moding behaviour (see, Kramer et al. 1999; Maha-
jan et al. 2018). Fig. 7 shows the relevant histograms
that compare the spin period, age, and NF between the
full pulsar population, the 303 pulsars studied in this
work, the previously known and the new nulling and
mode switching pulsars. Our study sample is represen-
tative of the complete population, as they show similar
spin period and age histograms. The five new nulling
and the nine new mode switching pulsars appear to have
longer spin periods than the average pulsar population,
ranging between 0.5 and 2.3 s and 0.3 and 2.1 s, respec-
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Figure 4. Grey-scale intensity plot showing variation of the folded pulses of the five new nulling pulsars, zooming in to the
on-pulse phase bins (x-axis) over the full stretch of time available (y-axis). The boundaries between per-session transits are
marked by red ticks on the left side of the y-axis.
tively. Among our sample of pulsars studied, there are
24 MSPs and none of them show moding modulations.
Our new sources show no strong correlation with age.
The new nulling and mode changing pulsars do not lie
strictly on the death lines in Fig. 6.
The study by Wang et al. (2007) suggested that
nulling pulsars with low NF are far more common than
nulling pulsars with high NF. The new nulling pulsars
presented here do tend to have small NFs (see bottom
panel of Fig. 7, although as said all our NFs are lower
limits only and so the true value could be anywhere up-
wards of those. We also point out that our fold-mode
data have a minimum of 10-sec sub-integration length,
which means our analysis is not sensitive to nulling
changes on shorter timescales. Although we note that
the study of Wang et al. (2007) did have a similar set
up of 10-60 s sub-integration for the majority of their
pulsars, so would have been subjected to the same lim-
itation as we do here. Accumulating folded data with
a fixed sub-integration is a common practice in pulsar
observations, and each of the previous nulling studies in
the literature could have a different configuration. It is
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Figure 5. Nine new mode changing pulsars reported in this work. The upper panels are intensity plots showing consecutive
sub-integrations taken during an observing session. The middle panels are the mean pulse profiles of the various modes. The
lower panels consist of the scatter plot output of the matched filtering pipeline. The multiple vertical strips is a clear diagnostic
of mode changing pulsars, showing the S/Ns and phases of the pulsars per sub-integration. A histogram tallying the MF of each
mode is shown on the right hand y-axis.
thus difficult to comment on the different selection bi-
ases in the previously known nulling pulsars. With the
high observing cadence of CHIME/Pulsar, we will in the
future conduct a systematic analysis of all known nulling
pulsars over a long period of time with the same set-up,
which will be a natural extension of this project.
For the new mode switching pulsars reported in this
work, we can see from the averaged pulse profiles that
at each mode, pulse intensity varies in the leading and
trailing components. As pointed out by Kou et al.
(2018), this is an indication that each emission mode
corresponds to a different magnetospheric states. It has
also been suggested in the literature that the various
pulse modulation phenomena are likely related. One
example of a known pulsar which exhibit both nulling
and mode changing behaviour is PSR B0523+11 (Weis-
berg et al. 1986). In this work, we report one new
case of co-existing nulling and moding behaviour in
PSR B2323+63, while all the other pulsars presented
here are either only nulling or only moding. Several
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Figure 6. P − P˙ diagram for radio pulsars in the ATNF
catalogue. The previously known nulling pulsars are denoted
by blue dots, whereas the five new nulling pulsars are shown
as blue stars. Previously known mode switching pulsars are
represented by red dots, whereas the nine new mode switch-
ing pulsars are shown as red stars. The dotted magenta
lines show constant characteristic ages, whereas the cyan dot-
dashed lines are three proposed death lines (Chen & Ruder-
man 1993).
of the pulsars presented here are known to have drift-
ing subpulses, namely PSRs B0052+51, B0148−06, and
B2053+21 (Weltevrede et al. 2006, 2007). On the other
hand, Basu et al. (2019) found no detectable subpulse
drifting in PSR B2323+63. Single pulse observations
with polarization information would be extremely use-
ful to study subpulse drifting and better understand the
emission geometry. We also encourage follow-up obser-
vations at telescopes with other observing frequencies to
enable broadband study of pulse modulations.
7. CONCLUSION
Using a matched filtering technique, we have set up
an effective initial screening pipeline to identify poten-
tial nulling and moding radio pulsars. Applying it to
the commissioning data from CHIME/Pulsar, we have
discovered five pulsars with previously unknown nulling
behavior, and nine pulsars that show mode switching
behavior. Only one of our sources is both nulling and
moding. The new nulling and mode switching pulsars
have comparable age and spin period distribution. They
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Figure 7. Histograms comparing the distribution of spin
period (upper panel), characteristic age (middle panel), and
NF (bottom panel) between the full known pulsar popula-
tion (gray), the 303 pulsars studied in this work (black), the
previously known nulling pulsars (red leftward hatch), the
five new nulling pulsars reported (red filled), as well as all
previously known mode switching pulsars (blue rightward
hatch) and the nine new mode switching pulsars reported
(blue filled).
both appear to come from a pulsar population with rel-
atively long spin periods, which agrees with the results
of past studies. We observe relative small NF values,
but that could be because they are lower limits. Pulsars
with multiple components in their pulse profiles tend to
mode-change more often.
CHIME is well suited to study nulling and mode
changing behaviour in pulsars, thanks to the high ob-
serving cadence. This work serves as an exploratory
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identification of pulsars with emission modulation. Sin-
gle pulse observations are crucial for the analysis of the
exact nulling and mode changing pattern, and will im-
prove our knowledge of the pulsar emission mechanism.
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